
 Tables of credits recognizable in relation to the knowledge of the Italian
language, civic culture and civil life in Italy

1. knowledge of the Italian language Credits recognizable (*)
(according to the European normal chart of reference
 for languages derived from the Council of Europe)

level A1 (spoken language only) 10

level A1 14

level A2 (spoken language only) 20

level A2 24

level B1 (spoken language only) 26

level B1 28

level higher than B1 30

(*) The credit relating to this entry can not be combined with others

2. knowledge of civic culture Credits recognizable (*)
 and civil life in Italy

 
Pass level                  6

        Good level          9
 

Higher level 12

(*) The credits relating to this entry cannot be combined with others

3. Education for adults,
courses of education for 
higher secondary education or 
education and professional training Credits recognizable (*)(**)

(in the area of the educational system of instruction 
and training according to the law n. 53/2003)

Attendance for advancement of a course of
        a duration equivalent to at least 80 hours                                         4

Attendance of a course for advancement of a
duration equivalent to at least 120 hours                                          5

Attendance of a course for advancement of a 
duration  equivalent to at least 250 hours                 10

Attendance of a course for advancement of a 
duration equivalent to at least 500 hours 20

Attendance for advancement in an academic year 30



(*) the credits relating to the present entry cannot be combined with others
(**) the credits in the this entry are halved, if at the conclusion of the course, the foreigner is 
recognized, in accordance with the law consecutive to entry n.6, the credits relative to the attainment 
of the certificate of higher school secondary education or professional qualification

4. Course of higher technical institute Credits recognizable (*)
or of education and  higher technical training 

(in the area of the system of education and higher 
technical training according to art. 69 della legge n. 144/1999)

Attendance with advancement of a term 15
     (for each term)

(*) The credits in this entry are halved, if at the conclusion of the course, the foreigner is recognized in
accordance with the law consecutive to entry n. 6, the credit relative to the attainment of technical 
secondary  certificate  or specialization in higher technical secondary certificate

5. Course of university study or
higher training in Italy                                        Credits recognizable (*)
 

(at a state or non state university, university institute
 of education by special organization or educational 
system of higher training according to art. 2 della legge n. 508/1999,
authorized to issue qualifications of study having legal values)

Attendance of one academic year with                                30
a pass of two verifications of advancement

Attendance of one academic year with 
a pass of three verifications of advancement                         32

Attendance of one academic year with 
a pass of four verifications of advancement 34

Attendance of one academic year with 
a pass of five or more verifications of advancement 36

Attendance of one year of doctorate research or                    50
course equivalent to a positive evaluation of a 
research activity undertaken in the year of attendance 

(*) the credits in this entry are halved, if at the conclusion of the course, the foreigner is recognized in 
accordance with the law consecutive to entry  n. 6, 
the credits relating to the attainment of an equivalent
 certificate of a degree, a teaching degree, specialization
 or qualification of doctor of research or equivalent qualifications

6. Obtained qualifications of study                   Credits recognizable    
 legally valid in Italy

 (at the end of course or course 
precedent to entries 3, 4 e 5)

Diploma of professional qualification                                     35

Diploma of higher secondary education                                 36

Higher technical degree or certificate of specialization               37



Degree or equivalent academic qualification,                           46

Degree in law or equivalent academic qualification                  48

Postgraduate degree or equivalent academic qualification         50

Doctorate qualification of research or                                       64
equivalent academic qualification

7. Academic Activity                            Credits recognizable

Attainment of license to exercise the                                      50
profession of lecturer, in accordance
with the law of ’art. 49
del D.P.R. n. 394/1999
(in the area of the educational system of 
instruction and training in accordance
with the law n. 53/2003)

Execution of the activity of a lecturer                                       54
in the University, in a university institute of a 
special organization or in an educational 
system of higher training
(reference is made to state and non state universities,
university institutes of education of a special organization, 
systems of education of higher training in accordance 
with art. 2 of the law n. 508/1999,
authorized for the issuing of qualifications
of study having legal values in Italy)

8. Course of linguistic and social integration Credits recognizable (*)
(attendance of one the institutions in
 accordance with art. 12, comma 2)
Attendance for advancement on a course                                    4
of a duration equivalent to at least 80 hours 

Attendance for advancement on a course                                    5
of a duration equivalent to at least 120 hours

Attendance of a course for advancement of a                             10
duration equivalent to at least 250 hours 
that is pass the test of the knowledge of 
the German language in accordance 
with the law art. 6, comma 1-bis 

Attendance of a course for advancement of a                            20
duration equivalent to at least 500 hours

Attendance of a course for advancement of a                            30
duration equivalent to at least 800 hours 

(*) the credits relative to this entry cannot be
combined with others or those precedent to entries 3, 4, 5, 6 e 7.



9. Award and public merit                 Credits recognizable

Conferment of awards of merits of the Italian Republic 6

Conferment of other public merits                                            2

10. Entrepreneurial-economic activity        Credits recognizable

Undertake entrepreneurial-economic activity,         4

11. Choice of general practitioner Credits recognizable

Choice of general practitioner with the ASL         4

12. Participation in the social life Credits recognizable
Undertake voluntary activities with associations 
registered in public registers or engage in 
activities of social promotion                                  4

13. Residence Credits recognizable
Signing and registration, where                                               
a copy of a mulch-year contract                                                6
of rent is required or of the acquisition
of a property for residential use in 
order words, the certification of access 
to a loan for the acquisition of a 
property for residential use

14. Course of training also in the Country of origin    Credits   recognizable

Participation for advancement of an                                         2
internship training and of orientation
that is a programme of professional 
training different from those which 
constitute a motivation of authorization
to entry 

Participation for advancement on a 
programme of training abroad provided
by art. 23 of the “testo unico”                 4


